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Updated to february 25

¿HOW THE CORONAVIRUS AFFECTS MY ORDER? 

 Some orders placed on our website from January 21 until the end of February /

beginning March 2020 are suffering delays due to force majeure based on the situation

of the factories by the well-known Coronavirus (2019-nCoV). This does not mean that

you will not receive the order, but it will receive it later and not for all products.

 Are all products on your website affected by the delay? No, the Xtrons brand 
models are available for you to receive in 3-5 business days. 8.8 and 10.25 BMW 
models (no matter if Snapdragon or PX6), 8-10.25" Benz units and Audi units 
EX-AXXX are also available in usual delivery time. The rest, if affected, will be 
sent by order as soon as it returns to normal in the factories.

 Why this delay? As of February 17, 2020, most supplier companies have returned to

work, others will do so on 24. Although the factories cannot produce 100% due to

transport and mobility restrictions, which make workers unable to incorporate normally,

slowly will be back to normal. Restrictions dictated by the authorities of the country

where the factories are located, to prevent the spread of said virus. This is the reason for

the delay that will gradually be minimized.

 Yes, but when will I receive my order? Although it depends on measures beyond our

control, our commitment is transparency, the updated information is that it is expected

that during the month of March the normality of gradual way can be recovered, and the

orders can be send out. You can, therefore, wait for the usual delivery time indicated on

the website, from beginning March. If it can be before it will be sent before.

 And it is not better to cancel my order and I will do it when there are no delays or I

do it on another website? You can cancel an order if the deadline has passed and has

not been sent, but keep in mind that all these products comes from the same market,

therefore, once reopened they will be sent and produced by order, that is, if you cancel

and ask for buy later or on another website, you will probably have to wait longer. But

always, without a doubt, will be your choice.

 And if I wait, are you going to give me something or discount? Most of the

purchases during this period are with an important unusual discount, however, if you

have not had a discount or consider that it has not been enough, in ExclusiveCarAuto

we can send a gift accessory (depending on availability and product) if you decide to

wait 1 or 2 more weeks. Contact us whenever you want.

 From ExclusiveCarAuto.com we want to give customers the peace of mind that their

purchases are safe, their orders will be received, late but will be sent as the situation is
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normalized. Similarly, ExclusiveCarAuto guarantees that, if for any reason, you wish to 

cancel your order, the refund will be made, if has not been sent and we will not oppose 

as it must be. 

 For us it is important that you keep your wait a little longer, in March both the production

and the flow of shipments will be normalized. But if you can't wait, your money is

insured.

The warranty does not start computing until you receive the product. 

Feel free to contact us for what you need. 

Greetings from the ExclusiveCarAuto.com team 
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